Question or Feedback
A mix of all choices would be fantastic, a balance of nature and wildlife but with the ability for
people to wander around and enjoy it, play and relax, including visitors to the village (so a small
A nature conservation walking area for all including dogs,with waste bin at the entrance ,maybe
all worthy suggestions on the list. I think a bee keeping area would be good but worried about
possible vandalism to hives? As an ex horse rider I understand the request for pony trekking path but
where to? Going round in circles is not very rewarding. The issue of bridle paths needs to be
Although the 4 items selected above come from come from personal preference, I can see the varied
usage the speace could (and should) have. That said I would be very disappointed if any further
An exciting project for the community. I feel we need to address current local needs first as the
Are the comittee aware that the woodland trust are giving away free trees in 2019. Next delivery is
As there is no services to the area, use is very limited. Therefore leave alone and use as has been to
date, over spill parking, camping for events.
Development in line with green usage.
Audlem desperately needs more parking to encourage visitors to the village, needs to be easy and
accessible green parking.
Building a bigger coop with car park
Charge for the car park so money raised can help to improve the village and village charities.
Could you possibly add a Community smallholding - I think residents may feel a community farm a
stretch too far whereas a community smallholding is a more achievable target and allows for greater
Do not try to fit too many things in it or conflicting ones. Make its future use so as to keep running
and maintenance costs as minimal as possible and easily done. Make the decisions a one off and not
keep adding new ideas only improvements to what is there. Keep its various uses linked so it will be
Do not want to attracr any more traffic to the village. Something that attracts nature would be my
Don't miss a golden opportunity to preserve a unique open green meadow close to the village centre
for future generations.
Every effort shoul d be taken to retain the natural green space for all villagers to enjoy
Frisbee (disc) golf course would a great.
Get on with it
i also support the wildflower garden. Principally i think we wanted to take ownership of this field to
protect it against development, so conservation and enjoyment of nature must be the overriding
I am in favor of any wildlife and conservation use with a balance with creating additional parking. I
I do support the green overflow car park on a small area but prefer car use to decrease. My choices
I don't have strong views about the order of choices I've listed. The important thing is that the field
I grew up in Audlem and my parents still live there and I visit. So you may have to discount my views
I have no strong views on the initiatives proposed & would be happy with any. I entered green car
park as form required me to enter something! Also, I do know additional car parking space is badly
needed.
However, I don't believe any of the initiatives justify the money paid for the field or the financial
burden placed on local residents.
Being a member of the NP Committee, I am well aware that the overriding desire of residents was to
provide genuinely affordable housing for local young people.
It was for this reason I, and probably many others, encouraged the PC to bid what it needed to, to
secure the field.
I appreciate this objective could not be made public at the time, for the fear of bidding up the price.
I equally undestand the PC cannot afford the cash flow implications of overage resulting from any

I have put nature park/trail first, but imagine a trail incorporating many of the other choices, e.g.
orchard, arboretum, bog garden, wildflowers, herb garden, xmas trees, pond, memory benches,
seating and picnic area.
I have put boules park second, but imagine it in an area with outdoor gym, table tennis table and
I see Tree planting is compatible with wild flowers, bog garden etc and orchard
I think car parking has to be a priority but a lot of the options like trees, wildflower S, big garden and
I think that at least part of the field should remain available for camping during events such as the
I think that the field should provide services that don't exist in the village. Walks and pony trek are
easily available in the county side. I am sure that the memory bench's would not take up the whole
field and can be included alongside many of the options. I would fear that orchards and bees would
I think the uses for Turnpike Field should focus on those that i) do not require significant
maintenance, ii) do not attract gatherings of people that might damage or destroy what is there and
I understand that the village needs car parking for its major events and I think it would be possible to
open up the space as has been done previously when required for village functions without
I was unable to attend the earlier meeting, however could we consider using part of the field as a
I would like to see a mix of uses. Partly green car park (and orchard - similar to Erddig car park) and
I would prefer the car parking (and camping?) to be restricted to village events only.
I would worry about the skateboard park because of insurance and construction costs involved. Also
I'd like to see it be kept as natural as possible but be as useful as possible too. A combination of all
In my opinion, It should definitely not become a 'show field'! - it's the last green space for quiet
enjoyment within the village centre and needs to remain available as that. Encouraging people to
observe, enjoy and experience all the wild life that is there would be great. I think we need to have a
wildlife survey regularly over the next year to find out what animals, birds etc use the field and then
Keep field as it it but make more accessible for disabled ,children and families
Many of the choices overlap
Must be full community access
My 4th choice would be a temporary camping / caravan site to support local events ,tourism and the
local economy. When a new car park can be created on the site I think it is important to develop a
car parking plan for the village. It would seem sensible to me that the existing car park is restricted
to say 3 hours car parking to enable users of the public hall, gym and doctors surgery to access and
Need to offset the car park with as much natural habitat as possible. I ran my sheep on it for about
12 years in the winter.The diversity of flora and fauna we saw as we checked the sheep each day was
amazing.Particularly as the boundary with the stream and ancient wood land. Above the boggy bit a
few trees planted on the turnpike field would enlarge the wild life corridor into the bluebell wood on
No buildings of any sort. The field has fantastic views to blight it with the likes of allotments which
Nowadays alot of European and Asian countries with an elderly population have Green Gyms which
are excellent facilities when out walking. Also i feel tgere is a need for somewhere for our teenagers
OK to use on occasional basis for car parking (as already happens) but can see a danger in over and
inappropriate use implied in many of the suggestions however worthy the intentions.. Minimal
One of the choices mentions seating. I think putting seating in strategic places would be good and
that would work well alongside the choices I have indicated.
or choice 3: Green Gym/circumference walk/run
Parking in field may allow restriction of parking on main road plus speed calming measures for
Perhaps several uses together i.e Allotments and carpark or mixture of any of them.
Planting of more hedge/ trees along canal side of field would be good?
Please keep the field as green as possible.
Please make it a dog free area, whatever you do, if you don't it will exclude members of my family
Please please do not put any permanent buildings on this site. This would go against every principle
about purchasing the land in the first place. It was purchased as an opportunity for the town to have

Please think very seriously before installing a skate park. I have seen many on my travels in good and
Remember CLIMATE CHANGE! Encourage NATURE, DISCOURAGE motor vehicles and anything
Robust large shelter would be a good idea for protection against our inclement weather
Runway for the Audlem Radio Control Model Aeroplane Club? (Sorry Steve E, only Joking).
Safe to walk dogs year round.
Ensure site secure at all times from travelling groups.
So much of our green space in the village has already been used for housing, it would be lovely for it
Temporary Parking/Camping for Village Events should still be accommodated for. A permanent large
car park would be a waste of money, as it would still be considered too far by most local people to
walk to the Co-op, for example. They would still park on The Methodist Church or Windmill Drive, or
in the permitted parking areas, when available. A provision of a smaller parking area, with a lockable
Thank you to everyone involved in this. I really appreciate it.
Thanks for putting this into an accessible survey overall a usable community space will br great for
The arboretum to include a wandering path through the trees similar to that at Jodrell Bank
The community pushed for the land to be bought by the parish council, so as to protect it from
developers and to keep it green. Whilst it is healthy that a discussion is made about how to manage
the land, i dont understand why we are still considering developing the land into many of the ideas
being proposed. I think some of the ideas fall outside the scope of why the field was bought in the
The field is a great amenity as it is. It is being used mainly for walkers particularly with dogs and
The field is fabulous as a walking/play area as it is, things like orchard and wildflowers even bees can
be included without loosing the free open safe area for dogs and children. There is something lovely
There should be a charging regime for uses like car parking so as to minimise the effect on precept
payers - Audlem precept payers (some of whom have to exist on the basic state pension) are
This field HAS to be a car park Audlem is way too congested with cars on the road! Just leave a few
disabled spaces and get rid of all parking in Cheshire Street it's a bottle neck! Again perhaps 2
This is such a lovely field, and should be kept so.
Tree planting or orchard fine with me. Sustainable, environmental considerations most important in
Very much in favour of conservation but at the same recognise the need for green parking but this
should be limited in provision to help alleviate the parking in the centre of the village. I would also
We feel that our choice 4 could well be incorporated with choice 2 We also feel that if the proposed
green car park were to be a 'pay per use' facility it would negate the whole object of encouraging
We hope that long-standing local residents overlooking Turnpike Field, having purchased their
WE need car parking to help all the village grow and help visitors to see all we have to offer.Shops
Well done on all of your efforts in securing this valuable space for the Village.
Thank you. Derek & Pam Jones
WHAT ABOUT A MONTHLY FARMERS / GENERAL MARKET
What ever is chosen to be as close as possible to how it is a present. No formal car parks. Nothing
What when is all done what is the expected cost
Whatever the outcome of the survey it would be good it the outcome was something that would
Whatever we do, I think it should be focused on the village children.
Whilst a green car park would be useful the whole area has to be maintained. This will cost money
Will the field still be used as a Camping field when Audlem puts events on especially festival
With the rapid enlargement of the village, land needs to be earmarked to develop facilitiesshops/eateries. Maybe having potential to relocate fire station/tennis courts would allow that part
Wonderful ideas! Anything for children/young people to keep them active and outdoors is a great
Wonderful safe open space as it is
Would love to see the tennis courts relocated here, to allow provision of a multi-activity sports area
Would very much like much of the area to be a quiet and pleasant place for all the community to
enjoy whilst supporting local wildlife. Benches and seats could eventually be provided with maybe a

You would need lights on the car park for security, we as oap's must not forget the youngsters In our
village. The field needs to be disabled friendly and roads adjacent need to have traffic calming
measures in place as the foot paths are very narrow.

